
CASE STUDY

The
Fashionpreneur
Diaries



Develop a podcast concept that directly supported her coaching agency: The

Fashionpreneur Academy

Handle full production of the podcast so she can focus on her core businesses

Create a community outside of social media to connect with and nurture into

future students

Anchored Media worked with Jessica Williams, the CEO of Irregular Exposure, The

Fashionpreneur Academy, and an elaborate portfolio of other fashion businesses.

She wanted to create a podcast that supported her Academy specifically without

the hassle of the strategy, development, and production process.

 

She hired Anchored Media to:

ANCHORED MEDIA

Time: As a busy CEO, Jessica didn’t have the time to create a new extension of her

brand from scratch. She saw the opportunity that podcasting created, but didn’t

have the in-house resources or the expertise to dedicate to the success of the

venture.

INTRODUCTION

CHALLENGE
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THEY HELPED ME DEVELOP A PLAN TO
MOVE MY PODCAST FORWARD



Anchored Media Solutions

We handled full production of her podcast from development to launch and all

management activities after. We developed a show strategy that would directly

funnel listeners into The Fashionpreneur Academy community. We created a show

that not only highlighted Jessica’s expertise, but allowed her to connect

personally with her listeners by sharing more personal aspects of her journey that

she hadn’t before. This allowed us to build trust, with those who otherwise may

have been on the fence with working with her team and convert them into new

clients.

 

Since time was our biggest challenge, we created a production calendar that fit

seamlessly into Jessica’s busy schedule. Production took place at her offices with

all audio recording and editing handled by the Anchored Media team. After

launch, we monitored the success and conversion of the show, making any

adjustments needed to our original strategy to guarantee continued success.
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ANCHORED MEDIA

OUR SOLUTION

MY PODCAST IS NOW IN OVER 20 COUNTRIES

AND HAS HIT THE TOP PODCAST CHARTS.
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This podcast really spoke to me. My mother have dreams like her and
My very very best friend God lead me to have visions and I totally
understood this whole episode. Thank You for sharing!
- Listener Review

ANCHORED MEDIA

36k downloads (as of February 1, 2020)

Increase of students enrolled in The Fashionpreneur Academy

Increased interest and engagement from potential clients and customers

Charted Top 100 - Apple Podcasts - United States - Entrepreneurship

WHAT LISTENERS ARE SAYING

 

Million Dollar Game for Free

"Thank you for creating such a lucrative platform for us listeners. Your podcast has

content and purpose, that is what I enjoy most. You have a “get in”- - - “lay the

foundation” - - - “get out” type of delivery...not too much babble. Thank you for the

fundamentals for creating a business that will produce longevity."

 

Phenomenal Podcast

"First off I absolutely love Jess! This podcast has gave me so much life. I have

listened to one each day at work and I must say my cup is full. Jess is a force to be

reckoned with she constantly is sharing her expertise on being a Fashionpreneur

and it has helped me so much as I start up for my business. Thanks Jess looking

forward to hearing more!"

THE RESULT



READY TO WORK
WITH US?

VISIT WWW.ANCHOREDMEDIA.COM/STARTHERE


